
Abstract This paper summarizes the results of a

theoretical and experimental program at Sandia

National Laboratories aimed at identifying and mod-

eling key physical features of rocks and rock-like

materials at the laboratory scale over a broad range of

strain rates. The mathematical development of a

constitutive model is discussed and model predictions

versus experimental data are given for a suite of lab-

oratory tests. Concurrent pore collapse and cracking at

the microscale are seen as competitive micromecha-

nisms that give rise to the well-known macroscale

phenomenon of a transition from volumetric compac-

tion to dilatation under quasistatic triaxial compres-

sion. For high-rate loading, this competition between

pore collapse and microcracking also seems to account

for recently identified differences in strain-rate sensi-

tivity between uniaxial-strain ‘‘plate slap’’ data com-

pared to uniaxial-stress Kolsky bar data. A description

is given of how this work supports ongoing efforts to

develop a predictive capability in simulating deforma-

tion and failure of natural geological materials,

including those that contain structural features such as

joints and other spatial heterogeneities.

Keywords Plasticity Æ Viscoplasticity Æ
Strain-rate sensitivity Æ Rock mechanics Æ
Geomechanics Æ Kolsky bar Æ Shock loading

1 Introduction

Simulating deformation and failure of natural geo-

logical materials (such as limestone [6], granite, soil,

and frozen soil [14]) as well as rock-like engineered

materials (such as concrete [18] and ceramics [1]) is

at the core of a broad range of applications, including

exploration and production activities for the petro-

leum industry, structural integrity assessment for civil

engineering problems, and penetration resistance and

debris field predictions for the defense community.

For these materials, the common feature is the

presence of microscale flaws such as porosity (which

permits inelasticity even in purely hydrostatic load-

ing) and networks of microcracks [leading to low

strength in the absence of confining pressure and to

noticeable nonlinear elasticity, rate-sensitivity, and

differences in material behavior under triaxial

extension (TXE) compared with triaxial compression

(TXC)]. In addition, it is well known that strength

and deformation of rock masses in situ differ con-

siderably from strength and deformation of labora-

tory-scale rocks because of the presence of spatial

heterogeneities found at the field scale. In this paper

we focus on the laboratory scale and reserve a dis-

cussion on spatial heterogeneities for a subsequent

paper.

For computational tractability and to allow rela-

tively straightforward model parameterization using

standard laboratory tests, the Sandia GeoModel [3–5, 7]

strikes a balance between first-principles micro-

mechanics and phenomenological, homogenized, and

semi-empirical modeling strategies. The over-arching

goal is to provide a unified general-purpose constitu-

tive model that is predictive over a wide range of
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porosities and strain rates for any geological or rock-

like material.

The capability to model interacting pores and

microcracks is essential in modeling observed volu-

metric straining during quasi-static or high strain-rate

testing of Salem Limestone. However, microphysical

theories often study the effect of a single failure

mechanism, neglecting other—possibly simulta-

neously active—mechanisms. For example, Mohr–

Coulomb theory arises from a simple criterion for

microcrack growth in a non-porous matrix, whereas

other theories apply only criteria for pore collapse

without microcracking. The Sandia GeoModel unifies

these and many other single-mechanism idealizations

by treating their disparate response and/or limit

functions essentially as basis functions, combined in a

way that satisfies basic restrictions such as convexity

of the limit surface. Thus, the GeoModel can handle

multiple hardening and failure mechanisms, nonlinear

elasticity, and nonlinear rate dependence, or (by

using only a tiny subset of the 50 available control

parameters) it can duplicate simpler idealized yield

models such as classic von Mises plasticity and

Mohr–Coulomb failure. The number of required

parameters increases in reasonable proportion to the

complexity of the material and the desired fidelity of

the simulation. In the present study 22 material

parameters were used, evaluated from controlled

laboratory tests that will be described later in the

paper.

In the remainder of this paper, we will give an

overview of the mathematical formulation of the

Sandia GeoModel, summarize quasi-static and high-

strain-rate testing of Salem Limestone, compare model

predictions with experimental data, and conclude by

identifying the micromechanical processes that appear

to be active during various experimental loading paths.

2 Constitutive model overview

The Sandia GeoModel is a nonlinear elastic, pressure

sensitive, unified compaction/dilatation, continuous

surface, strain-rate sensitive, three invariant, and

mixed-hardening constitutive model for materials of

any porosity and apparent strain-rate sensitivity. A

Pelessone function [15] is used to model the competi-

tion between dilatation (from cracking) and compac-

tion (from pore collapse), and thus the GeoModel

shares some features with earlier work by Schwer and

Murry [16]. For stress paths that result in brittle

deformation, failure is associated ultimately with the

attainment of a peak stress and subsequent work-

softening. Even when all principal stresses are com-

pressive, tensile or extensile microcrack growth can

result in macroscopically dilatational (volume increas-

ing) strains. At higher pressures, however, these pro-

cesses can simultaneously undergo strain-hardening

deformation associated with macroscopically compac-

tive volumetric strain (e.g., pore collapse).

The source of inelastic deformation in geological

materials (or in rock-like materials such as concrete

and ceramics) is primarily growth and coalescence of

microcracks and pores. Under massive confining

pressures, inelasticity could include plasticity in its

traditional dislocation sense or, more generally,

might result from other microphysical mechanics,

(internal locking, phase transformation, twinning,

etc.). The GeoModel predicts observed material re-

sponse without explicitly addressing how the material

behaves as it does, and thus it reflects subscale

inelastic phenomena en ensemble by phenomenolog-

ically matching standard test data to interpolation

functions (of course, no parameter adjustments are

allowed in validation testing). The GeoModel makes

no explicit reference to microscale properties such as

porosity, grain size, or crack density. Instead, the

overall combined effects of the microstructure are

modeled by casting the macroscale theory in terms of

macroscale variables that are realistic to measure in

the laboratory. Considerations guiding the structure

of the GeoModel’s macroscale response functions are

(1) consistency with microscale theory, (2) consis-

tency with macroscale constraints, (3) computational

tractability, (4) suitability to capture trends in char-

acterization data, and (5) physics-based judgments

about how a material should behave in application

domains where controlled experimental data cannot

be obtained.

The GeoModel presumes that there exists a convex

contiguous elastic domain of stress levels for which the

material response can be considered elastic. The

boundary of this elastic domain is called the yield

surface. Aside from supporting kinematic hardening,

the GeoModel is isotropic, which means that the cri-

terion for the onset of plasticity depends only on the

three principal values of the stress tensor, (r1, r2, r3),

but not on the principal directions. Consequently, as

illustrated in Fig. 1, the yield surface may be visualized

as a surface embedded in a 3D space where the axes

are the principal stresses. The elastic domain is the

interior of this surface.

Whereas the yield surface is the boundary of

elastically obtainable stress states, the limit surface is

the boundary of stresses that are quasi-statically

obtainable by any means, elastic or plastic. Points
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outside a yield surface might be attainable through a

hardening process, but points outside the limit sur-

face are not attainable by any quasi-static process.

Points on the limit surface mark the onset of material

softening. Consequently, a state on the limit surface

is attainable at least once, but might not be attain-

able thereafter. This paper reports only the equations

governing material response up to the limit state. To

simulate subsequent softening, additional equations

(not described here) must be applied because soft-

ening usually induces a change in type of the partial

differential equations for momentum balance,

requiring a response from the host code to alter its

solution algorithm. Before the onset of material

softening, the limit surface may be regarded as fixed.

Because the limit surface contains all attainable stress

states, it follows that the set of all possible yield

surfaces is contained within the limit surface as

shown in Fig. 2.

3 Mathematical foundations

The GeoModel is founded upon an additive decom-

position of the strain rate _e into separate contributors,
_ee from elastic straining and _ep from inelastic straining:

_e ¼ _ee þ _ep ð1Þ

Fig. 1 GeoModel continuous yield surface (a) three-dimensional view in principal stress space with the high pressure ‘‘cap’’ shown as a
wire frame, (b) the meridional ‘‘side’’ view with the cap shown on the more compressive right-hand side of the plot, and (c) the
octahedral view, which corresponds to looking down the hydrostat showing triaxial extension (TXE) and triaxial compression (TXC)
stress states
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Strictly speaking, the GeoModel permits the host

code to employ any definition of the strain so long as it

is conjugate to the stress r in the sense that the work

rate per unit reference volume is given by

_W ¼ r : _e ð2Þ

Here, all references to the stress r and the strain

rate _e must be understood to be cast in the unrotated

frame, which automatically satisfies the principle of

material frame indifference and lends itself well to

computations because the transformations to/from the

material frame may be implemented in the form of an

unobtrusive code wrapper. To date, all implementa-

tions of the GeoModel have approximated the strain

rate by the unrotated symmetric part of the velocity

gradient:

_e ¼ 1

2
RT � rvþ vrð Þ �R ð3Þ

where v is the velocity vector and tensor R is the

rotation from the polar decomposition of the defor-

mation gradient. The conjugate stress is the unrotated

Cauchy stress.

The strain rate in Eq. 3 is an approximation because,

for general deformations, it is not precisely equal to the

rate of any proper function of the deformation. The

approximate strain rate exactly equals the unrotated

logarithmic (Hencky) strain rate for any deformation

having stationary principal stretch directions. It is an

excellent approximation to the Hencky strain rate even

when principal stretch directions change orientation as

long as the shear strains remain small (volumetric

strains may be arbitrarily large). For geological appli-

cations, material rupture generally occurs well before

shear strains become large, so Eq. 3 is a prudent choice

for the strain rate measure.

3.1 Elasticity

The GeoModel supports linear or nonlinear hypo-

elasticity. The stress is governed by a rate form of

Hooke’s law,

_r ¼ C : _ee ð4Þ

The elastic stiffness tensor C is presumed to be

isotropic. Hence, Eq. 4 may be written as two sepa-

rate and much simpler equations, one for the volu-

metric response and the other for the deviatoric

response:

_�p ¼ K _�ee
v ð5Þ

and

_S ¼ 2G _ce ð6Þ

where _�p is the rate of pressure (negative of the mean

stress), K is the tangent bulk modulus, _�ee
v is the volu-

metric elastic strain rate ðtrace of _�eeÞ; _S is the rate of

the stress deviator, G is the tangent shear modulus, and
_ce is the deviatoric part of the elastic strain rate. The

GeoModel algorithm employs the mechanics conven-

tion that stress and strain are positive in tension.

Above and in what follows, we use an overbar to de-

note the negative of a variable. This convention was

used, for example, in our equation for the pressure–

volume response because the mean stress p is typically

compressive (negative) in most applications of the

GeoModel and therefore �p and �ee
v are typically positive.

Of course, Eq. 5 remains valid for volumetric expan-

sion ð�ee
v < 0Þ and tensile mean stresses ð�p < 0Þ as well.

The GeoModel includes nonlinear elasticity by

permitting the elastic tangent moduli to vary with the

stress according to the following interpolation func-

tions (designed to be well suited to most geological

materials):

K ¼ b0 þ b1 exp � b2

I1j j

� �
ð7Þ

G ¼ g0

1� g1 exp �g2J
1=2
2

� �
1� g1

2
4

3
5 ð8Þ

where I1 is the first invariant of the Cauchy stress; J2 is

the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor; and

bk, gk are material parameters.

Fig. 2 Distinction between a yield surface and a limit surface.
This sketch shows meridional profiles of yield surfaces that might
evolve from the initial surface. All achievable stress states, and
thus all possible yield surfaces are contained within the limit
surface
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3.2 Limit surface

Whereas a yield surface encloses elastically obtain-

able stress states, the limit surface in Fig. 2 is the

boundary of stress states attainable by any quasistatic

means (elastic or inelastic). While a yield surface can

evolve, the limit surface is fixed in stress space.

Whereas a yield surface can exhibit deformation-in-

duced anisotropy, the limit surface for an initially

isotropic material must be itself isotropic. Experi-

mentally, the limit surface is determined by noting

the values of the stress invariants at the peak state

(i.e., at the onset of softening) for a variety of

loading paths.

In mechanics, a standard invariant triplet is

I1 ¼ tr r; J2 ¼
1

2
tr S2; J3 ¼

1

3
tr S3 ð9Þ

where S is the stress deviator. The GeoModel also

employs the Lode triplet ðr; �h; �zÞ; comprising cylindri-

cal coordinates in principal stress space centered about

the hydrostat:

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2J2

p
; sinð3�hÞ ¼ � J3

2

3

J2

� �3=2

�z ¼ �I1ffiffiffi
3
p ð10Þ

As here defined, the Lode angle �h is –30� in TXC, zero

in pure shear, and +30� in TXE.

For an initially isotropic material, the limit surface,

defined by F rð Þ ¼ 0; must also be isotropic and may

therefore be written in the following general form:

F rð Þ ¼ J2 rð Þ �
F2

f I1 rð Þ½ �
C2 �h rð Þ; I1 rð Þ
� � ð11Þ

As explained below, the function Ff characterizes

pressure variation in peak shear strength in TXC. The

function G, which simply equals 1 in Drucker–Prager

theory, allows modeling the tendency for geological

materials to have a lower strength in TXE than in

TXC.

The TXC Limit Function, Ff: Based on observed

trends in TXC failure data for rocks, the limit function

Ff is taken to be an affine-exponential spline:

Ff
�I1

� 	
¼ a1 � a3exp �a2

�I1

� 	� �
þ a4

�I1 ð12Þ

The user-specified ak parameters are determined

from experimental data. Specifically, the ðI1;
ffiffiffiffiffi
J2

p
Þ data

pairs to be fitted to Eq. 12 are found by conducting

TXC experiments at various lateral confining pres-

sures, recording the values of I1 and
ffiffiffiffiffi
J2

p
at the moment

when
ffiffiffiffiffi
J2

p
reaches its peak (i.e., at the onset of soft-

ening).

Optionally, Eq. 12 reduces to classical idealized

failure theories by appropriate choices for the param-

eters (e.g., only a1 is needed for von Mises or Tresca

theory, while a4 is also nonzero for linear Drucker–

Prager or Mohr–Coulomb theory). The ability to

reduce to simpler models is essential for code verifi-

cation against analytical solutions.

The Lode-angle function, C �h; I1

� 	
: The shape of the

octahedral limit profile is controlled by the Lode-angle

function, C �h; I1

� 	
; which is determined in part by user-

specification of the ratio, Wð�I1Þ; of strengths in TXE

ðTXE; �h ¼ �30�Þ and TXC ðTXC; �h ¼ 30�Þ: The

strength ratio is found by conducting TXE experiments

at a variety of lateral confining pressures to obtain a

TXE strength curve similar to Ff (I1) for TXC. Then Y
is the ratio of the ordinates of the TXE and TXC limit

curves.

If TXE data are unavailable, the user may optionally

instruct the GeoModel to estimate Y by coupling it to

the slope of the TXC meridional limit function

according to

Wð�I1Þ ¼
1

1þ
ffiffiffi
3
p

Að�I1Þ
where Að�I1Þ �

@
ffiffiffiffiffi
J2

p

@�I1

� �
�h¼30�

ð13Þ

This formula, which generalizes similar coupling in

Mohr–Coulomb theory, not only estimates Y, but also

is a simple way to include pressure-dependence of the

strength ratio, allowing the octahedral profile to tran-

sition smoothly from a triangle at low pressures to a

circle at high pressures.

Henceforth, dependence of C �h; I1

� 	
on �I1 will be

implicit in Wð�I1Þ: From Eq. 11, note that G is inversely

proportional to
ffiffiffiffiffi
J2

p
: Hence, C �h

� 	
must range from 1/Y

to 1 as the Lode angle varies from �h ¼ �30� in TXE to
�h ¼ 30� in TXC. Convexity of the octahedral profile

requires 1/2 < Y < 1 and

C00 �h
� 	
þ C �h

� 	
>0 ð14Þ

Three Lode-angle interpolation functions (see

Fig. 3) are supported in the GeoModel:

1. Gudehus [10]:

C �h
� 	
¼ 1

2
1þ sin 3�h

� 	
þ 1

W
1� sin 3�h

� 	� �
 �

2. Willam–Warnke [19]:
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where a� ¼ p=6þ �h
3. Mohr–Coulomb [17]:

C �h
� 	
¼ 2

ffiffiffi
3
p

3� sin /
cos �h� sin / sin �hffiffiffi

3
p

� �

sin / ¼ 3
1�Wð Þ
1þW

The Gudehus and Willam–Warnke options are fully

differentiable, whereas the Mohr–Coulomb option has

a vertex at triaxial states. For the Gudehus case, the

convexity requirement, Eq. 14, requires 7=9\W\9=7:

When Y = 1, the Mohr–Coulomb option simplifies to

the Tresca hexagon, and the other two options simplify

to the von Mises (or Drucker–Prager) circle.

3.3 Yield surface

In this work, the term ‘‘plasticity’’ is broadened to

include not only the usual flow of material by dislo-

cations, but also any other mechanisms that lead to a

marked departure from elasticity. Examples include

crack growth, pore collapse, or perhaps even phase

transition. Whereas the previously discussed limit

function F rð Þ characterizes peak stress states attain-

able by any quasistatic means (elastic or plastic), a

yield function f r; � � �ð Þ marks the boundary of elasti-

cally obtainable stress states, and it depends on more

than just stress so that it may evolve in response to

plastic loading. Whereas points outside the limit

surface can never be reached, points outside a yield

surface (but inside the limit surface) may be reached

through a hardening evolution process corresponding

to irreversible changes of the material’s microstructure.

Rather than explicitly tracking each of these

microscale failure mechanisms explicitly, the ‘‘yield’’

surface itself characterizes them all in an ensemble

phenomenological manner by using internal state

variables.

By definition, the set of all possible yield surfaces

must be contained within the limit surface (see Fig. 2).

The yield surface is expected to inherit some features

from the limit surface, especially at low pressures

where very little plastic hardening precedes softening.

For rocks and rock-like materials, the yield surface

has a shape similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1b shows a ‘‘side’’ meridional profile of the

yield surface, and a family of other profiles from which

the yield surface might have evolved over time. Note

from Fig. 1b that very little of the yield surface exists in

the tensile domain, implying that materials of this type

are very weak in tension. Unlike the limit surface, the

yield surface for geological materials has a so-called

cap (‘‘cage’’ in Fig. 1) that admits inelasticity—usually

attributed to pore collapse—even in purely hydrostatic

compression. As pores are crushed out, the yield sur-

face evolves, pushing the cap (see Fig. 1b) outward so

that ever-increasing pressure is required to continue

pore collapse. As explained below, this type of yield

surface evolution is accommodated via isotropic hard-

ening using an internal state variable j that evolves

toward infinity as porosity goes to zero.

Though infrequently applied (often for lack of data),

deformation-induced anisotropy (the Bauschinger

effect) is modeled via conventional kinematic harden-

ing wherein the symmetry axis of the yield surface can

shift in stress space. In this case, the invariants

appearing in the isotropic yield function are those of

the shifted stress tensor, defined by

Fig. 3 Octahedral yield profiles, plotted at allowable values of the strength ratio. (The comparison is made for a strength ratio of
Y = 0.8)

C �h
� 	
¼

4 1�W2
� 	

cos2 a�ð Þ þ 2W� 1ð Þ2

2 1�W2
� 	

cos a�ð Þ þ 2W� 1ð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4 1�W2
� 	

cos2 a�ð Þ þ 5W2 � 4W
q
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n ¼ S� a ð15Þ

Here, the backstress a is a deviatoric tensor-valued

internal state that defines the origin about which the

yield surface is centered. As the backstress tensor

changes (according to an evolution equation described

later), the yield surface translates in stress space in a

direction perpendicular to the hydrostat. The Geo-

Model is otherwise fully isotropic, both elastically and

plastically, implying that its yield function can be cast

in terms of invariants of the shifted stress:

f ¼ f I1; J
n
2 ; J

n
3 ; j

� �
ð16Þ

where j is the compaction internal state variable (dis-

cussed below) and

I1 ¼ tr r Jn
2 ¼

1

2
tr n2 Jn

3 ¼
1

3
tr n3 ð17Þ

When kinematic hardening is active, the Lode invari-

ants in Eq. 10 are redefined in terms of the shifted

stress:

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Jn

2

q
; sinð3�hÞ ¼ � Jn

3

2

3

Jn
2

 !3=2

; �z ¼ �I1ffiffiffi
3
p ð18Þ

Each yield surface corresponding to various values

of j and a is, as indicated in Fig. 2, bounded by the

shear limit surface Ff = 0. Therefore, the yield function

is expected to share some qualitative features with the

shear limit function in Eq. 11, while additionally

depending on internal variables. Specifically,

GeoModel yield function:

f r; a; jð Þ ¼ Jn
2C

2 �h
� 	
� Ff I1ð Þ �N
� �2

F2
c I1; jð Þ ð19Þ

The yield criterion results when f=0. Elastic states

correspond to f < 0. Recall that the function Ff rep-

resents the ultimate limit on the amount of shear the

material can support in the absence of pores. The

material parameter N characterizes the maximum

allowed translation of the yield surface. If kinematic

hardening is disabled (i.e., if N is specified to be zero),

then the backstress is zero, making J2
n simply the sec-

ond invariant of the stress deviator. By appearing as a

multiple of Ff, the compaction function Fc produces the

‘‘cage’’ in Fig. 1, accommodating material weakening

caused by porosity. The compaction function Fc is

normalized to transition smoothly from 0 at the

hydrostatic elastic limit to 1 at low pressures. Thus, at

low pressures, where Fc typically equals 1.0, the shape

of the meridional yield profile in Fig. 1b is inherited

primarily from the limit function Ff. As long as Fc is

continuously differentiable, the yield strength contin-

uously transitions into the compaction domain at high

pressures where pore collapse begins to compete with

microcracking as a significant mechanism for failure

(see Fig. 4). The shape of the octahedral yield profile,

which is determined by C �h
� 	

; is inherited from that of

the limit surface, but its size will be smaller in the

compaction domain where Fc < 1.

Whereas single points (the peaks) are easily taken

from each TXC test to determine the limit function Ff,

the remainder of the data leading up to that peak must

be used in a far more difficult model calibration effort

to determine not only the onset of inelasticity, but also

the hardening evolution of the strength. The initial

elastic limit is reached at a value of
ffiffiffiffiffi
J2

p
that is lower

than the peak strength Ff by some amount N, reduced

perhaps by a compaction function Fc if the material

initially contains pores. As is true for any plasticity

model that employs more than one internal state var-

iable, sorting out the individual contributions of each

damage mechanism is a matter of identifying loading

paths that suppress evolution of all but one internal

variable at a time and/or optimizing undetermined

parameters to best match a suite of standard laboratory

calibration tests. If a calibrated set of parameters fails

to adequately match subsequent validation data, then

one must conclude that the model itself (not its

parameters) must be enhanced to incorporate addi-

tional or improved physics.

Flow rule: The direction of the plastic strain rate is

expressed in the form

_ep ¼ _k
@/
@r

� �
a;j

ð20Þ

where / r; a; jð Þ is a flow potential function and _k is a

multiplier called the consistency parameter, deter-

mined by requiring the stress to remain on the yield

surface during inelastic loading. The subscripts on the

partial derivative indicate that the internal state

Fig. 4 Compaction and dilatation dominant regions in the
meridional plane
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variables are held constant. In mathematical structure,

the flow potential is the same as the yield function f,

but with different values for constant material param-

eters. Unless specifically directed to apply non-asso-

ciativity, the GeoModel defaults the flow parameters to

equal their counterparts in the yield function.

Following conventional plasticity theory, the two

internal state variables, j and a; are presumed to evolve

in proportion to the consistency parameter _k: These

evolution equations are discussed below, along with

further details on the structure of the yield function.

3.3.1 Compaction function, Fc, and the evolution

function for j

Referring to Eq. 19, the compaction function Fc

accounts for the presence of pores in a material by

controlling where the yield function will intersect the �I1

axis in compression and by degrading the material

shear strength near this critical hydrostatic elastic limit.

This behavior is achieved in the GeoModel by a

compaction function of the form

F2
c I1; jð Þ ¼

1 if �I1\�j

1� �I1��j
�X��j

� �2

otherwise

(
ð21Þ

Here �j is an internal state variable marking the point

where Fc branches (smoothly) from a constant value of

1 at low pressure to begin its descent along an elliptical

path to the value 0 at the hydrostatic compression

elastic limit where the yield surface crosses the

hydrostat at �I1 ¼ �X:

For compaction-dominated loading, evolution of �X

can be inferred from its relationship with volumetric

plastic strain observed in hydrostatic compression. The

data from such ‘‘crush curve’’ testing are fitted to an

affine-exponential spline:

�ep
v ¼ p3 1� exp � p1 þ p2

�n
� 	

�n
� � �

�n ¼ �X � �p0

ð22Þ

where �ep
v is the plastic volumetric strain and the pk are

fitting constants. Although the GeoModel makes no

explicit reference to microscale quantities, the plastic

volumetric strain may be loosely interpreted as the

change in porosity induced by plastic strain. Accord-

ingly, p3 approximately equals the initial porosity, and
�p0 is the value of �I1 at the initial hydrostatic elastic limit

(note: �X is the evolving hydrostatic elastic limit).

Evolution equations for �j and �X are guided by

microphysical theories for the influence of porosity on

shear strength, which suggest that pore collapse

causes the cap to translate along the hydrostat

without significantly changing curvature. For pressure-

sensitive materials, this notion is applied by co-

evolving �j and �X such that the ratio ð �X � �jÞ=Ff ð�jÞ
remains fixed at a user-specified constant R, called the

‘‘shape parameter’’. Thus, the evolution of �X deter-

mined from Eq. 22 also controls the evolution of �j in

the compaction domain. Guided by trends in observed

data and by microphysical theories, the evolution of �j
changes character in the dilatation domain where

crack opening not only produces volumetric expan-

sion, but also induces damage that quickly ushers the

stress state toward the softening limit. This consider-

ation of the competition between pores and cracks

has motivated the following evolution equation for

jð¼ ��jÞ

_j ¼ hj
_k ð23Þ

where the isotropic hardening modulus is

hj ¼ min

3
@/
@I1

dX=d�ep
v

1� RF 0f ðjÞ

 !
;

I1 � jð Þ
R

dX=d�ep
v

1� RF 0f ðjÞ

 !

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

ð24Þ

and F 0f ðjÞ is the first derivative of Ff (I1) with respect

to I1 evaluated at j. As a reminder, R is the shape

parameter; / is the plastic flow potential; X represents

the intersection of the compaction function Fc with the

I1 axis; and the derivative dX=d�ep
v is determined from

Eq. 22. The first branch of Eq. 24 applies when the

stress state falls on the ‘‘compaction dominated’’ part

of the yield surface in Fig. 4. The second branch, which

dominates in the dilatation regime, is phenomenolog-

ical based on observed behavior of geological materi-

als undergoing shear-enhanced dilatation in TXC

loading.

3.3.2 Kinematic hardening evolution law

Kinematic hardening entails using a shifted stress

tensor n ¼ S� a instead of the actual stress to define

the origin for the yield function. Initially, the back-

stress is zero. Since the yield function itself is defined

in terms of Ff (I1) – N (i.e., the distance between the

limit surface and the initial yield surface) the maxi-

mum kinematic translation that can occur before

reaching the limit surface equals the user-specified

offset parameter N. In other words, the following

function decays from 1 to 0 as the limit surface is

approached:
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Ga að Þ ¼ 1�
ffiffiffiffiffi
Ja

2

p
N

; where Ja
2 ¼

1

2
tr a2 ð25Þ

Upon the onset of yielding the backstress evolves in

proportion to the deviatoric part of the plastic strain

rate according to

_a ¼ HGa að Þ _cp ð26Þ

where H is a user-specified constant and

_cp ¼ dev _ep ¼ dev _k
@/
@r

� �
ð27Þ

Combining the above equations with Eq. 20, the

backstress a is evolved according to

_a ¼ Ha
_k ð28Þ

where

Ha ¼ HGa að Þdev
@/
@r

� �
ð29Þ

3.4 Elastic–plastic coupling

A cap model is used when the material being studied

contains enough porosity (or highly compliant second

phase inclusions) so that inelastic volume reduction

becomes possible through irreversible reduction of

pore space. Intuitively, one might expect the elastic

moduli to stiffen as pores collapse, but the material

might actually become more elastically compliant as

shown in Fig. 5 (a phenomenon that might be ex-

plained, for example, by rubblization of a ligament

network).

Regardless of its microphysical origins, the elastic

moduli of a porous material are permitted to vary with

plastic strain by generalizing the nonlinear elastic

moduli expressions in Eqs. 7 and 8 to

K ¼ b0 þ b1exp � b2

I1j j

� �
� b3exp � b4

�ep
v

�� ��
 !

ð30Þ

G ¼ g0

1� g1exp �g2J
1=2
2

� �
1� g1

2
4

3
5� g3exp � g4

cp
equiv

 !

ð31Þ

where cp
equiv is the equivalent plastic shear strain

(which, for proportional loading, is conjugate to the

equivalent shear stress,
ffiffiffiffiffi
J2

p
), and �ep

v is the plastic

compaction volume strain. Specifically,

cp
equiv ¼

Z ffiffiffi
2
p

_cpk kdt and �ep
v ¼

Z
tr _epð Þdt ð32Þ

4 Rate dependence

Under high strain rates, elastic material response oc-

curs almost instantaneously, but the physical mecha-

nisms that give rise to observable inelasticity cannot

proceed instantaneously. Materials have inherent

‘‘viscosity’’ that retards the rate at which damage

accumulates. For example, cracks grow and pores col-

lapse at a finite speed. Consequently, the quasi-static

solution for material damage will not be realized unless

sufficient time elapses to permit the cracks and pores to

change size. As the internal state variables (which

phenomenologically represent the microscale material

state such as porosity and crack density) evolve to-

wards their quasi-static solution, the stress will also

approach the quasi-static solution. Until sufficient time

has elapsed for this process to occur, the stress state

may lie outside the yield surface or possibly even

outside the limit surface. If the applied strain is re-

leased during this damage accumulation period, the

total damage will be lower than it would have been

under quasi-static loading through the same strain

path.

The GeoModel uses a generalized Duvaut–Lions [2]

rate-sensitive formulation, illustrated qualitatively in

Fig. 6. Consider a loading increment Dt during which

the strain increment is prescribed to be De: Two

limiting solutions for the updated stress can be readily
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computed: (1) the low-rate (quasistatic) solution rL

that is found by solving the rate-independent

GeoModel equations described previously and (2) the

high-rate solution rH corresponding to insufficient time

for any plastic response to develop so that it is simply

the trial elastic stress. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the

Duvaut–Lions rate formulation is based on a viscoplastic

differential equation, the solution of which shows that

the updated stress will be (approximately) a linear

interpolation between the low-rate quasistatic plasticity

solution rL and the high-rate purely elastic solution rH:

In other words, there exists a scalar between 0 and 1

that depends on the strain rate such that

r � rL þ g rH � rL
� 	

ð33Þ

The update for internal state variables is structured

similarly, but uses a somewhat different weighting

factor. For a given strain increment, the interpolation

factor g varies from 1 at high strain rates (when Dt is

small) to 0 at low strain rates (when Dt is large), as

illustrated in the graph inset of Fig. 6, where the ab-

scissa is normalized by a factor s called the material’s

‘‘characteristic response time.’’

The Duvaut–Lions equations are the following:

_e ¼ _ee þ _evp

_r ¼ Ce : _ee ¼ Ce : _e� _evpð Þ

_evp ¼ 1

s
Ceð Þ�1

: r� rlow
� 	

_rþ 1

s
r ¼ Ce : _eþ 1

s
rlow

_aþ 1

s
a ¼ 1

s
alow

_jþ 1

s
j ¼ 1

s
jlow

ð34Þ

Fig. 6 Rate dependence. For a given strain increment, two limiting solutions can be readily found. The ‘‘low rate’’ solution rL; which
lies on the yield surface, is the solution to the rate independent GeoModel governing equations. The high rate solution rH is simply the
trial elastic stress. The actual updated rate-dependent viscoplastic stress r falls between these two limiting case solutions so that
r ¼ rL þ g rH � rL

� 	
: The inset graph shows how the scale factor g varies with the loading interval. If the loading interval is long

relative to the material’s characteristic response time s, then sufficient time exists to develop plastic response fully and the updated
solution therefore coincides with the quasi-static solution rL: If the loading interval is considerably shorter than the material’s
characteristic response time, then the solution will be the high-rate elastic solution
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where ‘‘low’’ denotes time-varying quasi-static solu-

tion; ‘‘vp’’ denotes ‘‘visco-plastic’’; and g is the vis-

cosity coefficient.

The characteristic time, which was determined

empirically to provide flexibility in matching high

strain-rate data for a wide range of rock types, is given

by

s ¼
f _eequiv
� 	

¼ T1
1

sref _eequiv

� �T2

for �ep
v � 0

T4f _eequiv
� 	

1þ T5 T3 � I1ð Þh i2
h i

for �ep
v > 0

8><
>: ð35Þ

where the Tk are constants, sref is a reference charac-

teristic time.

5 Comparison of model versus experiment

5.1 Quasi-static results

The GeoModel was fitted to Salem Limestone data

obtained from standard quasi-static laboratory experi-

ments including TXC, TXE, hydrostatic compression,

and uniaxial strain. Comparisons of the GeoModel

against experimental data will now be shown. A single

set of parameters was used for all of the simulations.

Figure 7 compares the GeoModel predictions with

measured results for hydrostatic compression and

uniaxial strain tests.

Figure 8 shows the GeoModel’s fit to experimental

TXC and TXE limit-states. It was found that the
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triaxial extensile strength is approximately 70% of the

triaxial compressive strength [i.e., Y in Eq. 13 equals

0.7].

Figure 9 shows the GeoModel prediction of an

unconfined compression test and a TXC test conducted

at 20 MPa confining pressure. The model accurately

captures the initial compaction caused by pore collapse

and then smoothly transitions to dilatational defor-

mation.

Figure 10 shows the GeoModel prediction versus

measured results for a TXC test conducted at 400 MPa

lateral confining pressure. The model accurately re-

flects the micromechanical processes that occur during

the loading process, including the simultaneous com-

petition between (compactive) pore collapse and

(dilatational) microcrack growth. Figure 10 shows the

sequence of yield envelopes that evolve to keep up

with the linear stress trajectory in stress space. The

indicated points in stress space are cross-referenced to

corresponding points on the axial stress versus volume

strain curve recorded during the test. The line labeled

‘‘A’’ in Fig. 10 corresponds to the hydrostatic elastic

limit. The line labeled ‘‘B’’ corresponds to the change

in loading from hydrostatic compression to triaxial

compression. The line labeled ‘‘D’’ corresponds to the

transition from compaction to dilatation (see Fig. 4).

Thus, as the pore space becomes depleted, the dila-

tational mechanisms begin to dominate. The line la-

beled ‘‘C’’ corresponds to the point at which softening

initiates.

5.2 Dynamic results

Parameters for the rate-sensitive part of the model

were determined from unconfined [8] and confined [9]

Kolsky bar (Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar) tests. The

following results illustrate the importance of the

deformation mechanisms on the apparent strain-rate

sensitivity of Salem Limestone. Under impulsive frac-

ture conditions, brittle materials have been shown to

exhibit much higher fracture resistance than they do

under quasi-static loading conditions. At the macro-

scopic scale this process is modeled phenomenologi-

cally through a rate dependence model for which

‘‘characteristic response time’’ (s in Fig. 6 and Eq. 35)

must be inferred from macroscale experimental data.

At the microscale, this rate dependence likely stems

from local stress perturbations, inertial effects, and

friction. It will be shown for Salem Limestone that the

characteristic time for compaction-dominated defor-

mation is approximately three times greater than that

for dilatation-dominated behavior, which suggests (not

too surprisingly) that different inelasticity mecha-

nisms—in this case pore collapse and micro-crack-

ing—require different amounts of time to develop

fully.

A Kolsky bar apparatus [11, 12] is used to deter-

mine the peak stress in an axial stress–strain experi-

ment in compression at several different constant

axial strain rates with hydrostatic confinement [9] and

without hydrostatic confinement [8]. A conventional
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Kolsky bar comprises a striker bar, an incident bar, a

transmission bar, and a specimen placed between the

incident and transmission bars. The striker bar is

launched at the incident bar from a gas gun to cause

an elastic compression wave to travel in the incident

bar toward the specimen. If the impedance of the

specimen is less than that of the bars, an elastic ten-

sile wave is reflected into the incident bar and an

elastic compression wave is transmitted into the

transmission bar. Frew et al. [8] place a thin copper

disk on the impact surface of the incident bar (a pulse

shaper) to produce a non-dispersive ramp pulse that

propagates in the incident bar to produce uniform

dynamic stress equilibrium and a nearly constant

strain rate in the specimen. For the confined Kolsky

bar experiments, pressure vessels are used to impose a

nearly constant hydrostatic pressure on the specimen

before the striker bar is launched [9].
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The straight lines in Fig. 11 are the load paths in

stress space followed during the dynamic tests. The

curved line is the initial yield surface that was prede-

termined from separate (quasistatic) calibration data.

Note that the load paths for the unconfined case and

the 20 MPa confining pressure case (I1 = –60 MPa)

intersect the initial yield surface on the dilatation-

dominant side of the yield surface. The other load

paths, in which the specimens are loaded initially to 50,

75, and 100 MPa, intersect the initial yield surface on

the compaction-dominant side of the yield surface. For

the unconfined and 20 MPa-confined experiments,

there is little or no pore collapse during the test. For

the remaining experiments pore collapse is the domi-

nant deformation mechanism.

To model these dynamic tests it is necessary to in-

clude one characteristic response time for (dilatation-

dominated) micro-cracking but a different one for

(compaction-dominated) pore collapse. Equation 35

allows a transition to be made in the characteristic

response time when there is a change in the predomi-

nant deformation mechanism during loading. Figure 12

illustrates the need for a transition that depends on the

nature of the loading. In this figure, peak stress is

plotted versus confining pressure for Kolsky-bar

experiments conducted at strain rates of approximately
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100 s–1. If the characteristic response time for a dila-

tation-dominated mechanism is used to model all of

the experiments, the calculated peak stresses for the

compaction-dominated cases are severely under-esti-

mated. On the other hand if the characteristic response

time for a compaction-dominated mechanism is used to

model all of the experiments, the calculated peak

stresses for the dilatation-dominated cases are severely

over estimated. The transition region shown in Fig. 12

corresponds to the transition region in the yield surface

shown in Figs. 11 and 4. This is the locus on the yield

surface where the inelastic volumetric compaction

strain-rates equal the inelastic volumetric dilatation

strain-rates resulting in a nearly constant-volume pro-

cess. These results suggest that the characteristic re-

sponse time for the compaction-dominated

deformation of Salem Limestone is approximately

three times greater than the value of the characteristic

response time for dilatation-dominated deformation.

As a validation test, all of the parameters deter-

mined to this point (see Table 1) are used to predict

the plate-slap, plane shock-wave experiments of

Larson and Anderson [13] on Salem Limestone that

provide uniaxial-strain data at extremely high strain

rates on the order of 105–107 s–1. Figure 13 shows the

results for uniaxial strain simulations made at strain

rates of 105, 106, 107, and 10–5 s–1 (the experimental

quasi-static uniaxial-strain results conducted at 10–5 s–1

are included for comparison). As seen by a visual

inspection of the figure, the Hugoniot data fall within

the simulations corresponding to the experimental

strain rates reported in [13]. It is concluded therefore

that the model with the parameter estimates given in

Table 1 gives an acceptable representation for experi-

ments conducted on Salem Limestone over a strain-

rate range that includes 12 orders of magnitude, (10–5–

107 s–1). The stress space path for uniaxial-strain

loading is shown in Fig. 14. In that simulation, the

initial yield surface is first reached near the compac-

tion-dominated side of the yield surface and continues

even further into the compaction regime with contin-

ued straining. Thus the characteristic time used in these

simulations is the one determined from the confined

Kolsky bar experiments, which is three times the

characteristic time determined from the unconfined

Kolsky bar experiments.

Table 1 Material parameter set for the Sandia GeoModel

b0 (Pa) b1 (Pa) b2 (Pa) b3 (Pa) b4 (–) g0 (Pa)
1.30E10 4.25E10 4.11E8 1.2E10 0.021 9.86E9
g1 (–) g2 (Pa–1) g3 (Pa) g4 (–) a1 (Pa) a2 (Pa–1)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.43E8 2.73E-10
a3 (Pa) a4 (–) p0 (Pa) p1 (Pa–1) p2 (Pa–2) p3 (–)
8.22E8 1.00E-10 3.14E8 1.22E-10 1.28E-18 0.084
R (–) Y(–) N (Pa) H (Pa) T1 (s) T2 (–)
6 0.72 1.2E7 1.0E11 4.0E-4 0.835
T3 (Pa) T4 (–) T5 (Pa–2) sref (s)
0 3 0 1
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6 Discussion

In impact fracture situations, such as those found in the

unconfined and confined Kolsky bar experiments, a

stress level can be transiently achieved that is consid-

erably greater than the stress level required to initiate

growth of the most severe flaw. An additional period of

time (often called ‘‘incubation time’’) may elapse

before actual fracture. As macroscopic straining pro-

ceeds, the stress on the specimen can continue to

increase. During this time, the critical stress level re-

quired to produce crack growth can occur at many

other flaws in the material. For high-rate loading con-

ditions, therefore, crack growth can be initiated at very

many flaws.

As the overall straining continues, the flaws begin to

grow in the form of microcracks and the stress con-

tinues to rise. Eventually the increasing stress rate

corresponding to a constant strain rate decreases

because the effective stiffness of the sample diminishes.

The stress rate becomes zero at some time, and

thereafter the stress level falls with continued straining.

Ultimately, the growing microcracks coalesce into one

or more macroscopic cracks. On average, coalescence

occurs when each growing microcrack extends to a

length equal to the initial spacing of activated flaws.

The impact strength at constant strain rate is the

maximum stress acting on the specimen during this

process.

The situation becomes more complicated when the

material contains a homogeneously distributed number

of pores. As the pores begin to collapse during loading,

the grains adjacent to pores tend to rotate and slide

relative to one-another giving rise to perturbations in

the local stress fields of activated flaws, which may

become deactivated. With continued deformation at

constant strain rate, the de-activated flaws may become

re-activated and/or different flaws, i.e., flaws that were

not activated before pore collapse, may become acti-

vated during pore collapse. The result of this process is

that there is an additional incubation time that

contributes to the time it takes to produce a macro-

scopic failure. In the case of Salem Limestone this time

is approximately three times greater than the time it

takes to produce a macroscopic failure when no pore

collapse occurs.

If the constant axial strain rate in a confined Kolsky-

bar test could be maintained for a sufficient duration,

the load path followed in the test would pass through

the transition region as the yield surface expands iso-

tropically as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. We hypothesize,

therefore, that because the characteristic response

times are different in the compaction-dominant and

dilatation-dominant regions, the stress–strain response

would reflect this transition as shown in Fig. 15, which

was simulated using the characteristic response time

given by Eq. 35. Validating this unconfirmed predic-

tion in the laboratory will require test system

enhancements, such as longer incident and transmis-

sion bars.

7 Summary

The mathematical structure has been given for a gen-

eral-purpose rock and soil plasticity model. It was
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shown that two deformation mechanisms, microcracking

and pore collapse, act concurrently and competitively,

depending on the load path. A realistic representation

of observed experimental behavior requires that

they be modeled simultaneously using a continuously

differentiable yield and limit surface. Comparisons

were given of model predictions versus experimental

measurements for a suite of quasi-static tests and for

dynamic tests conducted at strain rates ranging

from 10–5–107 s–1. It was observed that the character-

istic time for compaction-dominated deformation is

approximately three times greater than the character-

istic time for microcrack-dominated deformation for

Salem Limestone.

The development of the Sandia GeoModel, which

has been based on observations made on the labo-

ratory scale, forms the core of a larger effort aimed at

developing a predictive capability for natural geologic

materials on the field scale. On this larger scale,

structural features, rock joints, and other spatial

heterogeneities are incorporated into the model

resulting in strengths and stiffnesses that are much

lower than the strengths and stiffnesses observed in

the laboratory. Moreover, aleatory uncertainty and

size effects in material strength have been incorpo-

rated to extend the model into the softening domain.

A summary of these efforts will be presented in a

forthcoming paper.
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